Ukraine's Cultural Diplomacy Month: three different years
Let's get acquainted!

Among many hats I wear, one of the most challenging but one of the most interesting was position of employee at...
And this is going to be a tale about the biggest international editing contest we have organized that changed the world!
It all started in 2021

The idea of Ukraine's Cultural Diplomacy Month is to accumulate and distribute information about the culture and famous people of Ukraine in as many language editions of Wikipedia as possible.
Over 800 Wikipedia articles were created and improved in 44 language editions, as well as roughly 700 Wikidata items. More than 170 participants joined from all over the world.
The second edition of the campaign was set to run from 17 February until 17 March.

P.S. **Ambivalence** is a state of having simultaneous conflicting reactions, beliefs, or feelings towards some object. (English Wikipedia, CC BY-SA 4.0)
2022 Russian invasion of Ukraine

ORES predicted quality: ☑️ GA (5.01)

For the military buildup preceding the invasion, see 2021–2022 Russo-Ukrainian crisis.

This article documents a current military offensive. Information may change rapidly as the event progresses, and initial news reports may be unreliable. The latest updates to this article may not reflect the most current information. Feel free to improve this article or discuss changes on the talk page, but please note that updates without valid reliable references will be removed. (February 2022) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

On 24 February 2022, Russia launched an invasion of Ukraine. The campaign started after a prolonged military buildup, the Russian recognition of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People's Republic and Luhansk People's Republic in the days prior to the invasion, followed by the entrance of the Russian Armed Forces to the Donbas region of Eastern Ukraine on 21 February 2022.

At about 06:00 Moscow time (UTC+3), President Vladimir Putin announced a military operation with the goal of “demilitarization and de-Nazification of Ukraine”; minutes later, missile strikes began at locations across the country, including near the capital Kyiv. Russian forces were confirmed to have invaded Ukraine near Kharkiv, Odessa, and Mariupol, entering from Russia, Belarus, and Crimea.
Ukrainian Cultural Diplomacy Month in Wikipedia

253 participants
60 languages
3813 new articles
262 improved articles
2023: filling the gaps and small wiki support

Author: Dody Ismoyo, CC BY-SA 4.0
Big numbers in a span of three years

6014 articles created
89 language editions

that's 27% of all Wikipedias!
“I just wanted to show the solidarity for brave Ukrainian citizens fighting for their autonomy, although I know our Wikipedia activities are powerless... tyrants, however, have been always afraid of the pen.”

User:さえぼー
Thanks and take care!